
1. The_________of man's hand is about 5 cm. WIDE
2. Travelling certanly has___________his mind. BROAD
3. You should_____________ these trousers, they are much too short.LONG
4. Why bother?It seems_________to write another letter.POINT
5. Lilian is____________taller than when we saw her last.CONSIDER
6. Jim failed to___________for the final stage of the competition.QUALITY
7. This is rotten luck!I really___________with you.SYMPTHY
8. Have you read the latest__________about Madonna's private life?REVEAL
9. A true__________lasts through life.FRIEND
10. Bill assured us that the___________against him werw untrue.ACCUSE
11. Things changed __________-.DRAMA
12. It is impossible to predict which way the election will go because there are so many
      __________voters.DECIDE
13. With the application,a passport seized photograph is a___________.NECessary
14. My___________is that you will pass the exam.EXPECT
15. The school playground has been__________.LARGE
16. Ruth has gone back to college to get a teaching_____________.QUALIFY
17. i don't find our colleauge very_________.LIKE
18. Why are you so___________to other people's problems'.SENSE
19. How kind of you.That was very____________.THOUGHT
20. when Jane made up for the play she was ___________.RECOGNISE
21. He has___________the new facts which changed his life in a long row.KNOW
22. All the local_________are required to take part.RESIDE
23. Reading_________the mind,they say.BROAD
24. This is a ____________city center.HISTORY
25. all the agenciesare offering__________holidays to Greece.PACK
26. In the end i was a __________in the Wolverhampton.LIBRARY
27. Were you aware of the ____________of the situation?SERIOUS
28. she had to take an oath of__________.SECRET
29. Some the animalsare on the verge of __________.EXTINCT
30. stewardwss is also called a flight___________.ATTEND
31. Slowly he_________his consciousness.GAIN
32. It was a very_____________evening, wasn't it?ENTERTAIN
33. After eating something that had gone off he developed food ___________.POISON
34. This is a very______________situation.MESS
35. this is not a very _____________situation.PROMISE
36. Why are you filling in this__________form?APPLY
37. This text book should have been more__________.INFORM
38. Oh, stop bothering me!As if i didn't have enough___________.DIFFICULT
39. Tell me about your_________with your father.RELATE
40. I think we'll soon become _____________.MILLION
41. You can't go any furtherwithout a__________.PERMIT
42. This is an animal__________organization.FARE
43. Every government should___________basic human rights.PRACTICE
44. These two companies have been in_____________for over 10 yrs.OPERATE
45. We try to promote___________methods in rearing of farm animals.HUMAN
46. Everybody was impressed by his___________.GENEROUS
47. Has that satisfied your______________ CURIOUS
48. It has caused me a great deal of ____________ANXIOUS
49. He is a famous__________-INVENT



50. My driving __________is very patint with me.INSTRUCT
51. You didn't follow the _____________INSTRUCT
52. She works as a ____________.WAIT
53. He is a lift____________ATTEND
54. I am seeking_____________EMPLOY
55. He has just dismissed three of his___________EMPLOY
56. We can't interview every _________for the job.APPLY
57. Please fill in this ___________form.APPLY
58. How much is the ___________ fee?ADMIT
59. Have you got any form of__________IDENTIFY
60. i'd like to give you a piece of _________.ADVISE
61. The next ___________session will be on Thursday.PRACTISE
62. He spoke a great__________.LONG
63. There is a______-of water at the moment.SHORT
64. I'm out of my________DEEP
65. He doesn't know his own __________STRONG
66. it's worth its______-in gold.WEIGHT
67. He is of average___________HIGH
68. He measured the_________of the door.WIDE
69. He married her for her _________BEAUTIFUL
70. She married him for his_________WEALTHY


